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&lt;/Previous&gt; &lt;/Previous&gt; A documentary film series that presents the story of Auschwitz. The series uses four main elements: rarely seen contemporary color and monochrome film from archives, interviews with survivors such as Dario Gabbai and former Nazis such as Oskar Gröning, computer-generated reconstructions of long-demolished buildings, and meticulously
detailed and historically accurate re-enallanances of meetings and other events. These are combined with modern footage of the location of the Auschwitz camp and the locations around it. [07] TERRA NOVA [Season 01] The series was originally set to C.E. 2149, with over-decking and falling air quality threatening all life on Earth. When scientists find a tempor rift that allows man
to be sent, they begin a series of pilgrimages to a parallel time stream reminiscent of Earth's Chalk Age. The series focuses primarily on police officer James 'Jim' Shannon, his wife Elisabeth and their three children Josh, Maddy and Zoë when they join the colony there, called Terra Nova for The New Country or New World in Latin and Portuguese. [06] BIBLE [Miniseries] The
series covers Genesis to Revelation in one major narrative, within five two-hour sections, each containing two or three biblical stories told through live action and computer-generated images. According to Burnett, it contained obvious stories such as Noah's Ark, Exodus, and the birth, death, and resurrection of Jesus. Five hours old will, five new. The series is based on the New
International Version and the new revised standard version of the Bible. [05] RIPPER STREET [Season 01 &amp; 02] The story begins in April 1889, six months after the last Killing of Jack the Ripper, and the Whitechapel H division is responsible for 1.5 square kilometres of East London policing: a district with a population of 67,000 poor and disposed of. The men in Division H
had been chasing the Slasher and they hadn't been able to find him. As more women are murdered on the streets of Whitechapel, the police begin to wonder if the killer has returned. [04] HOMELAND [Season 01, 02, 03 &amp; 04] 6 Emmy® Awards winner, including Outstanding Drama Series, HOMELAND is the fringe sensation of your place. Marine Sergeant Nicholas Brody
(emmy ® Damian Lewis) is both a distinguished hero and a serious threat. CIA officer Carrie Mathison (Emmy® winner Claire Danes) is at the top of her field despite being bipolar. The delicate dance of these two complex characters, based on lies, suspicion and desire, is at the heart of this fascinating, emotional thriller, which is all about the fate of our nation. [03] Band of
Brothers [Mini Series] Series fictionally easy company (part 506th parachute infantry regiment, 101st Air Division) history of jump training in the United States until the end of the war. All the characters described are based on: To the true members of the company; some of them are recorded in interviews as overtures to each episode as overtures
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